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OPTUS:
DATA IS GOLD
Anna Pha
Millions of angry Optus customers
are horrified and concerned that the
security of their personal details was
breached in a cyberattack on the company. Optus’ failure to protect their
private and sensitive data is just one
of many cybersecurity breaches that
are on the rise.
As of writing, according to Optus the
data of up to 9.8 million people was accessed
and that of 10,000 people were exposed by
the theft. Names, drivers’ licence numbers,
ID numbers, email and physical addresses,
passport numbers (150,000), and Medicare
numbers (37,000) were stolen and exposed.
The data had been stored for up to six years,
including that of former customers.
Questions need answering: How did the
second largest telecommunications company
in Australia let it happen? Why was Optus
storing so much data for six years? What
should victims of the attack do?
Up to forty per cent of the adult population is aﬀected, making it one of, if not, the
largest, corporate cybersecurity breaches
ever in Australia.
Those responsible claim they have
destroyed the data after initially seeking
and then abandoning a ransom of US$1
(AU$1.55m), apparently unable to work out
how to be paid without identification, but
there is no way confirming this.

OPTUS RESPONSE
The security breach was publicly reported
on 23rd September. A few days later, Optus
began sending messages to customers referring to the “disclosure” of certain information.
Optus later followed up with another message indicating what information had been
“exposed.” The items listed as disclosed and
exposed were not necessarily the same. The
diﬀerence in terminology or why the list of
ID items in the two messages was diﬀerent
was not explained.
Optus took out full-page “We’re Deeply
Sorry” ads in the weekend newspapers desperately attempting to reassure current and
former customers that it is doing everything
possible to protect them and working with
authorities to find who is responsible. The
police, various government agencies and the
US policing and surveillance agency the FBI
are involved in the investigation.
Optus has oﬀered a year of free credit
monitoring and said it will pay for the cost
of replacing passports. The company alleges
their system was “hacked,” but cybersecurity
experts say otherwise, that Optus left the
door wide open to the theft of data. There
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have also been suggestions that Optus had a
stingy approach to cybersecurity: implementing safety measures impinges on profits. It’s
profits first, last, and always.

GOVT RESPONSE
Cybersecurity Minister, Clare O’Neil, did
not hold back in lambasting the company
and dismissing Optus’ claims that it was a
“sophisticated attack.” She also accused the
company of “eﬀectively leaving the window
open for data of this nature to be stolen” – an
assertion that Optus CEO Bayer Rosmarin
objected to: “We are not the villains.”
Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus said the
government was considering whether the
penalties under the Privacy Act are adequate
and how long companies could hold consumer
data. The government is expected to bring
in legislation before the end of the year or
early next year.
Optus claims that it is legally required to
keep records for six years. The Australian Privacy Foundation (APF) disputes this, saying
that under Telecommunications Consumer
Protections Code, it is only required to keep
it for “up to six years prior to the date the
information is requested.” Name, account
and reference number should be suﬃcient.
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There is another telecommunications
act which requires metadata to be kept for
two, not six years. “The big problem with
Australia’s data retention laws is that there’s
really no limit how long a company can keep
personal data,” the APF said.
Government departments, credit agencies, welfare agencies, job network providers, rental agencies, insurance and finance
companies, social media outlets, retailers,
and a multitude of other enterprises collect
and hoard personal information.
“Consumer data is big business. Companies are collecting – and keeping – much
more personal information than they need
without a truly legitimate commercial or
legal purpose,” the APF said.

DATA IS GOLD
Trying to take the high ground, Dreyfus
said, “For too long, we’ve had companies
solely looking at data as an asset that they
can use commercially. We need to have them
appreciate very, very firmly that Australians’
personal information belongs to Australians.”
Hackers profit from data by such means
as fraud and identity theft. One hundred
points of your ID could be used to take out
a bank loan or credit card in your name. In
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the case of health data, insurance companies
could use it to refuse claims, adjust policy
premiums or deny cover.
Data theft is not the only means by which
data can be accessed by third parties without
your knowledge let alone consent.
When you make an online purchase,
visit a website, search the internet, take out
a loan, make an application to rent a home,
or numerous other transactions, your personal information is being harvested and
stored. This is sold directly or through data
brokers to third parties for their use without
your knowledge.
Corporations provide their privacy policies, usually online, which contain pages and
pages of information which very few people
read before “accepting” them. Even if someone attempts to read all the detail, it can at
times be extremely vague. For example, a
company says it “may” share your data with
“trusted partners.” Who are they? What does
that mean? Can these “trusted partners” then
share it with their “trusted partners.” It’s like
signing a blank cheque for sharing, including
selling, your personal details.
Continued on page 3
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LANDMARK UN
DECISION HIGHLIGHTS
AUSTRALIA’S CLIMATE
INJUSTICE
In news that will surprise no one, a United
Nations Committee has found the former
Coalition government to have violated the human rights of Torres Strait Islanders by failing to
adequately respond to the climate crisis in what
is being described as a “landmark decision.”
The historic legal win, which was released late
last month, came after eight Torres Strait Islander
people fi led a complaint in 2019. Speaking on
the news, Yessie Mosby, a Kulkalgal man and
traditional owner on the island of Masig – who
was also one of the case’s claimants – expressed
his happiness with the news:
“This morning when I woke up on Masig, I
saw that the sky was full of frigate birds. In my
culture, we take this as a sign from my ancestors
that we would be hearing good news very soon
about this case.
“I know that our ancestors are rejoicing knowing that Torres Strait Islander voices are being
heard throughout the world through this landmark case. Climate change aﬀects our way of
life everyday. This win gives us hope that we can
protect our island homes, culture, and traditions
for our kids and future generations to come.”
In its decision the UN Committee agreed that:
Climate change was indeed currently impacting the claimants’ daily lives;
To the extent that their rights are being violated; and,
That Australia’s poor climate record is a violation of their right to family life and right to
culture under the global human rights treaty,
the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights.
A minority also found that the government
had violated their right to life.
The decision marks a number of firsts including: “the first time an international tribunal has
found a country has violated human rights law
through inadequate climate policy; the first time a
nation state has been found responsible for their
greenhouse gas emissions under international
human rights law; and, the first time that peoples’
right to culture has been found to be at risk from
climate impacts” (clientearth.org).
Before its outing, the Morrison government
had called for the case to be dismissed, citing
“insuﬃcient evidence that the consequences of
climate change would aﬀect the islanders’ enjoyment of their rights” (msn.com).
However, the Albanese government has responded diﬀerently, stating it was committed to
working with Torres Strait Islanders on Climate
Action, with Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus
stating:
“Soon after the change of government, the
Prime Minister, the Minister for Indigenous
Aﬀairs, and the Minister for Climate Change and
Energy travelled to the Torres Strait to talk with
elders and owners about the impacts of climate
change on them … . The Australian government
is considering the committee’s views and will
provide its response in due course.”
The CPA applauds the landmark decision and
holds that further dialogue with all Indigenous
peoples across the world is important to proper
land management and negating the eﬀects of
climate change.

DATA HARVESTERS
Anna Pha
The Privacy Act makes it unlawful for many
companies in Australia to buy or exchange
consumers’ personal data for profiling or targeting purposes. It applies to most organisations that operate businesses with an annual
revenue of more than A$3 million, and smaller
data businesses.
It’s only legal for an organisation to collect personal
information from a third party if it would be unreasonable or impracticable to collect that information
from the individual.
The stated aim is to protect individuals’ privacy,
to avoid the harvesting and on-selling of people’s personal information. But the legislation is not enforced,
and the current review of the Privacy Act could see it
legalised if major corporations get their way.
Corporations have privacy policies. So that makes
you feel safe. Just tick a box on-line or hard copy to
accept their privacy policy and all is well. But all is
not well. There is a massive data harvesting industry
including data brokers worth billions of dollars.

HOW PRIVATE IS PRIVACY?
Do you know how Optus uses customer data? Do
you know what other sources Optus obtains data on
customers from (e.g. credit agencies)?
Optus’ privacy policy runs into many pages. How
many Optus users have read it before agreeing? The
following are a few quotes from how it uses the information it collects on customers:
“Deriving insights about you and who you
interact with to identify market segments, market
products and services, or carry out market
research.
“Supplementing, matching and analysing
information about you with information from
third party sources (e.g. from Facebook or
Google) to learn more about your preferences
and interests and to create aggregated market
segments.”

The information collected includes:
“Information about your interests, preferences,
opinions or comments you have made to us.
“Other information about your identity, such as
when your image is recorded on a surveillance
camera when you visit one of our stores or
oﬃces.”

Data has become
an extremely
valuable commodity
which is sold for
profit, without the
knowledge of those
impacted.

Optus also collects information from other sources:
“Our business partners, such as our franchisees or
distributors like Coles or Harvey Norman”
The reasons Ebay collects data on users include:
“… to provide you with personalised advertising
and marketing communications, and to detect,
prevent, mitigate and investigate fraudulent or
illegal activity. We also share your information
with third parties, including service providers
acting on our behalf, for these purposes …
“Some recipients of your personal data are
located outside your country or have oﬃces
in countries where data protection laws may
provide a diﬀerent level of protection than the
laws in your country. When transferring personal
data to such recipients, we provide appropriate
safeguards.”

What are “appropriate safeguards”?

DATA BROKERS
Data brokers are companies that collect information from diﬀerent sources about you. This information can be extensive – financial (e.g. supplied to a
real estate agent or credit agency), your date of birth,
address, occupation, children, purchases, subscriptions, websites you visit, interests, political outlook, etc.
They purchase data from corporations you deal
with and also use sophisticated, automated scraping
tools to quickly collect information from public profiles including social media.
They package and on-sell this data to tech, retail,
and other companies who use it to run targeted advertising, and profiling of individuals, for political and
other purposes.
Data has become an extremely valuable commodity which is sold for profit, without the knowledge of
those impacted.
It increases the vulnerability of your personal data
to hacking, identity theft and other criminal behaviour.

ACXIOM
ACXIOM, for example, is a US company which
markets data globally, providing “accurate targeting
and more predictive modelling.” This includes age,
gender ethnicity, education, occupation, age, children,
home purchase, community involvement, causes,
gaming, products bought, method of payment, income
ranges, net worth, economic stability, etc.
The company oﬀers its customers privacy and
describes itself as a “Leading Data Privacy Experts
in Marketing and Advertising” oﬀering “Global Data
Ethics & Privacy Program.”!
It is highly profitable with revenue of US$617.0
million (AU$954m) in 2021. Data broker, Experian
Australia, in its submission to the Privacy Act review,
seeks to weaken existing privacy provisions.
It unashamedly asserts:
“The value that data companies such as Experian
oﬀer businesses and the economy is predicated
on holding large amounts of data. We gather and
combine data from numerous sources for use
by our clients, large and small, none of whom
would have the appetite or ability to collect it
themselves.”

Data collection certainly benefits data brokers.
The US parent made an operating profit of US$1.4
billion (AU$2.2b) in 2022.
It also creates pots of gold for hackers. 
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DUMPING ON
FIRST NATIONS PEOPLE
“That dump would poison the
water and poison everything
else, the food, the cattle, and
everything else that’s gonna
live oﬀ of the water.”
Eileen Wani Wingfield and
Eileen Kampakuta Brown, 2003

For almost two decades now,
the Barngarla First Nations of
the Eyre Peninsula have steadfastly opposed the establishment of a nuclear waste dump
in South Australia on their
land through the courts. As the
preferred location, the Napandee Site, near Kimba is in the
heart of the state’s wheat belt
and bordering on a conservation park and a national park,
it looms as a potentially devastating environmental hazard.
In fact, not only national, but
more especially international implications could be involved with the
possible acceptance of radioactive
waste from both the United Kingdom and France and later under
AUKUS, from the United States.
Apart from the Barngarla
people, without direct consent, the
citizens of Adelaide, and particularly, Port Adelaide will become
involved. This is despite Port
Adelaide’s status as a nuclear-free
zone, and in contradiction of the
South Australian Nuclear Waste
Storage Facility (Prohibition) Act
2000. Furthermore, the tenacious
opposition of the traditional owners,
a public relations firm, Australian Public Aﬀairs, engaged by the
former federal government, claimed
“success” in their promotional campaign to sell such a potentially hazardous project to South Australians.
Only forty-five jobs were likely to
be created, and these were mainly
during the construction stage.
A solar power plant in this
semi-arid, sun-drenched part of the
nation makes much greater sense,
financially and more significantly,
from an environmental viewpoint.
Although the “anti-waste dump
act” was introduced by the Olson
Liberal government and even
strengthened by the Rann Labor
government, anecdotal evidence
suggests that within the Labor Party
there were moves during the time
of Weatherill Labor government to
change the ALP’s oﬃcial opposition
to involvement in the nuclear fuel
cycle. This was by suggestion that it
be presented as part of the answer

to combating the climate change
disaster that is now overwhelming
the planet.
At least one ALP branch was
presented with an attractive account
of how a cash-strapped state like
South Australia could develop a
multi-million dollar industry from
nuclear waste storage. Nuclear
energy nations such as France desperately sought means to dispose
of their ever-increasing stockpiles
of spent radioactive material.
In addition, a guest speaker at a
public event sponsored by the same
branch, tried to reassure an audience of potential Labor voters of
the intrinsic safety of the nuclear
fuel cycle as it then operated.
In 2015, as premier, Jay Weatherill took the “unusual step” of
establishing a Royal Commission
into possible South Australian
Involvement in the nuclear industry. Headed by former governor,
Rear Admiral Kevin Scarce, the
Commission’s final report was in
favour of the establishment of a
waste storage facility, but claimed
that the generation of nuclear power
would not be economically viable.
Premier Weatherill made it clear
that a nuclear waste dump would
need “both public and bipartisan
support,” which the Liberal leader
at the time, Steven Marshall,
declined to provide.
It has been suggested that the
decision to hold the Royal Commission could have been influence by
lobbyists who had represented the
corporate owners of the Beverley
and Honeymoon uranium mines
in South Australia.
With the advent of the Morrison government in Canberra in
2019, federal pressure forced its
way into the “waste dump” saga
through the oﬃces of the Australian Waste Management Agency
under the Department of Industry, Science and Resources, whose
minister, Keith Pitt, was keen to
show government support for the
residents of Kimba with the following announcements:
“As the host community for the
facility, Kimba in South Australia
will receive a community development package of up to $31 million.”
“We are also sponsoring activities in the Kimba community that
support our community engagement and provide tangible benefits.
Local not-for-profit organisations
can apply for up to $2,000 each.”

Protestors at Parliament House in Adelaide [Source: Don’t Dump on SA, Facebook]

Meanwhile, it has been revealed
that the former premier Jay Weatherill and his wife have become
actively engaged with lobbying
groups involved with the nuclear
industry.
However, the APA’s boast of
a public relations success is probably based on the results of a 2017
Kimba town vote with a result of
396 to 294 in favour of a further
investigation of the prospect of a
National Radioactive Waste Management Facility being established
in the region. At the same time,
there was concerted opposition
from community groups such as
No Radioactive Waste on Agricultural Land in Kimba or SA and the
Against Radioactive Waste Action
Group. Over 200 native title holders
who largely lived outside the boundary of the Kimba District Council, were excluded from the vote
simply because they were native
title holders. This, of course, had
the eﬀect “of nullifying or impairing their rights,” thus raising First
Nations concerns with reference to
the Racial Discrimination Act 1975.

In fact, the mayor, whose relatives had oﬀered the Napandee
Site to the Federal government
as a potential location for nuclear
waste storage, opposed native title
holders voting on the dubious basis
that they were not ratepayers.
In a promotion exercise, the
local federal Liberal MP Rowan
Ramsey explained that the waste
would be derived from more than
100 sites around Australia, such
as hospitals and universities, and
the Lucas Heights nuclear reactor
in Sydney.
Ramsey, who tried to nominate
his own property near Kimba for
the dump, was barred as a federal
MP, added that there would be no
“fly-in, fly-out workers at the facility,” and claimed there would be a
“long-term community benefit.”
Last year, the enabling legislation was amended in the Senate to
allow for legal challenges to take
place, and listed three potential
sites, not just the preferred Napandee Site. The amendments at least
met some of the requirements of
the Barngarla people, who felt

there had been no real community
consultation in the whole process
of site selection.
For two decades or more, the
Barngarla First Nations have fought
to have their voices heard. In fact,
two of their elders, Eileen Wani
Wingfield and Eileen Kampakuta
Brown, were awarded the prestigious Goldman Prize in the US for
environmental activism in 2003
worth $US125,000 to continue
work. In addition, since 2016 the
Adnyamathanah people of the
Flinders Ranges have been facing
“emotional stress … oﬀ the charts,”
as “custodians of their lands,” as
land nearby their community is
being proposed as a potential site.
Sovereignty and native title has
most certainly become crucial for
First Nations Australians in the
light of these proceedings.
(The investigative journalism of Matilda Duncan and First
Nations’ reportage in the Koori
Mail have been revealing in this
critical matter.) 

OPTUS: DATA IS GOLD
Continued from page 1

Customers have no idea that data brokers are trading their personal data, that
organisations are collecting this data, and
developing profiles of people to target for
advertising or other more sinister purposes.
It can be an unnerving experience to go
online to purchase a product and then for
days later be subjected to ads for the same
product when going online.
When companies request acceptance of
a privacy policy, any use beyond the minimum required to provide a product or service
should be the very minimum required to do
so and meet the law – any other should be
on an opt-in basis.

OTHER CYBER ATTACKS
CTARS is a cloud-based provider for
NDIS, disability services, out-of-home

care, and children’s services. Its customers are service providers, and it holds the
personal information of its clients, staff,
carers and other third-party suppliers.
In May 2022, it reported that a sample
of its data had been posted on the deep
web. (Deep websites are unidentifiable by
common search engines.)
The data included personal information
relating to customers and their clients and
carers. This information is extremely sensitive and its misuse by unauthorised parties
is potentially extremely damaging to NDIS
participants.
Other organisations and companies that
have been hacked include Uber, myGov,
Service NSW, Fremantle Football Club,
TikTok, DoorDash, Cisco, Woolworths
(Everday Rewards hacked), Deakin University (47,000 student details), Transport

for NSW, Samsung, and Coca Cola. (webbeinsuance.com.au has long lists of data
breached by year.)

TOUGHER LEGISLATION
The funding of the Oﬃce of the Australian Information Commissioner, the national
regulator for privacy and freedom of information, has been cut by more than sixty per
cent in the three years 2020-21 to 2022-23.
The Privacy Act and penalties for breaches
are well past their use-by date in today’s
digital society.
A well-resourced regulator is needed,
with far larger penalties and teeth to enforce
a strengthened Privacy Act. There also needs
to be redress for the victims of cyberattacks.
“It is long past time the Australian government acted to protect our privacy instead
of constantly passing laws that require more

and more private data to be collected, stored,
and inevitably stolen. This is a systemic
problem that only they can do something
about,” Electronics Frontier Australia, a
digital rights organisation, said.
EFA call for amendments to the Privacy
Act to prevent organisations from collecting and storing information to be sold on.
Ironically, Optus’ submission to the AttorneyGeneral’s Department’s long-running review
of the Privacy Act proposed weakening privacy protections!
At present, the maximum fine for “serious
interference with privacy” is $444,000 for
individuals and $2.2 million for companies
– peanuts for a company like Optus. This
is compared with anyone who buys stolen
information facing up to ten years in jail.
Stronger laws with far larger penalties
that act as a real deterrent are required. 
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MULTI-EMPLOYER
BARGAINING WIN
UNDER THREAT
FROM ALP
SELL-OUT
Logistics and Manufacturing Branch
The Albanese Labor government has committed to introducing multi-employer bargaining
following a deal with the Business Council of
Australia (BCA) at the Jobs and Skills Summit
to weaken the Better Oﬀ Overall Test (BOOT).
However, it remains to be seen what rights
will be given to workers under the legislation.
With business groups pushing back on allowing industry-wide strike action, the ALP is signalling that it will implement a sell-out deal
that makes multi-employer bargaining compulsory but denies workers the right to take
industrial action.
Multi-employer bargaining with the right to strike
is key for the Australian working class, especially in
the logistics and manufacturing industries. Workers
could collectively shut down entire industries, wielding
massive power against both employers and the government, forcing better pay and conditions for everyone.
We need to reject any sell-out deals and push for the
unobstructed right to bargain and strike collectively.
The Communist Party of Australia Logistics and
Manufacturing Branch calls for:
• The right to multi-employer bargaining with the
unrestricted right to strike;
• Trade union-negotiated collective industry
agreements in every workplace;
• The defence of the Better Oﬀ Overall Test;
• Full employment and the right to secure work
with full entitlements;
• Unrestricted right of entry to workplaces for
union oﬃcials;
• Rights for workplace union representatives;
• Union run labour hiring halls and an end to
labour hire companies.

WHAT IS IT MULTI-EMPLOYER
BARGAINING AND
WHY DO WE NEED IT?
Australian unions once bargained collectively
across entire industries. However, in the early 1990s,
this was banned in most cases and replaced with the
current enterprise bargaining system. Since then,
real wages, union membership, and the number of

workers covered by union agreements have plummeted while cost of living and wealth inequality
has skyrocketed.
Multi-employer bargaining allows unions to create
agreements that cover more than one employer in
an industry. This allows workers under diﬀerent
employers in the same industry to unite and struggle
together for higher pay and conditions. Importantly,
it allows the possibility of bargaining across an entire
industry. Multi-employer or industry bargaining massively increases the eﬀectiveness of industrial action.
Strike action is one of the most important and
powerful weapons of workers. The ability to shut
down multiple workplaces or entire industries would
give Australian workers much more power over their
employers and the government, opening the door to
serious political changes including better pay and
conditions.

ALP SELL-OUT THREATENS
MULTI-EMPLOYER BARGAINING
While the BCA is supporting multi-employer
bargaining, business lobbies are campaigning hard
against the right to take industrial action as part of
any bargaining reforms.
Department documents tabled in the Senate show
that the ALP doesn’t plan to allow industry-wide strikes
as part of its reforms. Multi-employer bargaining
without strike action is already allowed if employers
and the Minister agree.
Allowing workers to force multiple employers to
bargain but denying them the right to take industrial
action would rob the reform of any meaningful impact
and mean that workers would have almost no power
in negotiations.
In exchange for this sham reform, the ALP is promising to “simplify” the Better Oﬀ Overall Test to make
it easier for companies to sign agreements that push
some workers’ pay and conditions below the Award.
The ALP is collaborating with business to decrease
conditions and prevent workers from exercising any
power in society. We need to oppose class collaboration and sell-out deals and fight for the unrestricted
right to strike. 

Last week, “Dingo” reported on Solomon Islands PM Manasseh
Sogavare’s address to the UN General Assembly, a voice of the
Pacific Islands People in the world body. Sogavare also echoed
concerns expressed by Pacific countries on the proposal of
Japan to discharge nuclear water treated by the Advanced Liquid
Processing System from the disabled Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Power Plant into the ocean, stressing potential transboundary
and intergenerational implications of such action. On maritime
boundaries and the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS), he spoke about the delimitation of all five of
Solomon Islands maritime boundaries with Australia, Papua New
Guinea, Vanuatu, France, and Fiji. “With the completion of all five
maritime boundaries, our rights and obligations are protected
under UNCLOS in perpetuity,” he said. The vast majority of the
world’s nations have signed onto UNCLOS, which is known as the
“constitution for the oceans.” The Convention provides guidelines
for how nations use the world’s seas and their natural resources.
It also contains mechanisms for addressing disputes. The US
has not signed the Convention. Sogarave spoke also about his
country embarking on the “digital transformation journey” to
enhance and modernise its telecommunication infrastructure.
“Together with Australia and Papua New Guinea, the Solomon
Islands commissioned its first submarine cable in 2019,” with
the geographical reach of the cable to be expanded with the
installation of about 170 telecommunication towers under a Belt
and Road Initiative with China. This will link 80 per cent of the
country and provide its rural population with access to reliable,
accessible and affordable telecommunication services. “For least
developing countries like the Solomon Islands, vulnerability is a
key hindrance to sustainable development,” he said, referring to
inadequacy of indicators to measure vulnerability. “Pacific Island
countries including the Solomon Islands are in a constant mode of
recovery from disasters. There is the need for the establishment
of global financial mechanisms for disaster recovery to provide
support to the most vulnerable countries.” Considering these
challenges, the Pacific region has declared a “state of climate
emergency”. “Sadly, we are seeing more resources spent on
wars than in combating climate change,” he lamented.
PARASITE OF THE WEEK: The Albanese government’s rush to
embrace Ukraine’s dancing man Vladimir Zelensky, highlights the
role of Labor Parties – social democracy – as enablers to fascism.
As Australia announced another billion-dollar package of death to
add more fire to the conflict, the 4 million people living in the areas
of Luhansk and Donetsk, were deciding their autonomous future.
Agreements reached in 2014 with respect to their autonomy
have never been implemented by Ukraine’s government. These
regions opposed the 2014 US-backed coup that overthrew the
elected president of Ukraine, Victor Yanukovych. Democratic
mechanisms in Ukraine have since been abolished. After the
2014 state coup, real policy on its territory has increasingly been
dictated by aggressive nationalist bands.
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CANBERRA
BRANCH
CELEBRATES
FORMAL LAUNCH
JP Beaumont
On Saturday, members and
friends met to celebrate the
oﬃcial launch of the Canberra branch of the CPA. Having
formed earlier this year, its
first few months have seen
steady, sustained growth, and
branch actions have already
drawn positive attention from
the public.
Canberra doubtlessly presents
a unique challenge for radical left
organisation. It is, after all, a city
that owes its very existence to the
continuity of our present political
system. Past and current socialist
movements within the territory
have nucleated within the universities but struggled to grow beyond.
Branch members are eager to meet
these challenges and exceed all past
endeavours.
Despite its challenges, the capital also presents unique opportunities not found in other Australian
cities. For instance, its concentration of diplomatic postings.
The Canberra branch has already
formed connections with dignitaries from friendly countries. These
include representatives from China,
Cuba, Palestine, and Venezuela,
many of whom were in attendance
at Saturday’s launch. All extended
their warm greetings and shared
a positive outlook towards future
cooperation.
But it mustn’t be forgotten

that Canberra is a city just like any
other. A city of workers. The same
struggles faced in every part of this
country are found here too. The
Canberra branch has, through its
short existence, and with its limited
resources, made sure to centre the
most critical issues faced by all in
our community. In recent months,
branch members have been hard at
work forming the Canberra Housing Coalition. Many community
organisations exist that work on
aspects of the housing issue, but
their work has as yet remained disconnected. The Canberra Housing
Coalition seeks to remedy this. A
public launch event was held in late
August, attracting positive press
from mainstream outlets. Numerous community groups are already
involved, and it is hoped that this
presence will continue to grow. The
coalition is on its way to becoming
self-sustained and autonomous, but
the branch will continue to help
guide it along its way and oﬀer
support where needed.
Alongside housing, labour
organisation is a top priority of the
branch. The trade union movement
is always in focus. Comrades work
in various fields and hold various
positions within their respective
trade unions. A number of tertiary
students are also within branch
ranks, but it is generally agreed
that student politics is best left to
the experts. We must work for the
entire working class. As a branch,

we naturally wish to stand in solidarity with all those whose praxis
aligns with ours. Most recently,
members of the branch were in
attendance at an anti-monarchy
rally held by the Aboriginal Tent
Embassy.
Our branch recognises the
importance of routinely coming
together as a unit and also of regular education. Branch meetings are
held fortnightly as are education
sessions, each in alternating weeks.
Members have been in attendance
at the national party schools and
look forward to attending these
again in the future.
In attendance also on Saturday
were members of the party’s central
committee. Both General Secretary
Andrew Irving and President Vinnie
Molina spoke to the significance of
this occasion. The formation of any
new branch is a sign of the party’s
rejuvenation, and the Canberra
branch is not an isolated case. The
party is seeing growth throughout
the entire country after years of
stagnation. A genuine transformation is taking place. New members
bring new perspectives and fresh
energy to the party. The communist movement of Australia is
young again.
To those outside of the party
who are interested in joining,
whether in Canberra or elsewhere,
this author encourages you not
to hesitate. We have a world to
win. 
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CONTROVERSIAL
/ˌkɒn.trəˈvɜː.ʃəl/

You can probably guess the weaselly use of this word. Controversial and controversy are easy to use weaslishly because
they’re so open-ended. Strictly speaking, something which is
“controversial” is the subject of controversy – a dispute between
two sides holding opposing views. Here’s where the open-endedness comes in – who defines what the two sides are? Who gets
to say how many people have to have differing opinions before
its a controversy? Calling something “controversial” implies that
there’s a genuine dispute with worthwhile arguments on both
sides of an argument. The weasel-use of the term occurs when
someone energetically dislikes something but wants to make
that dislike look objective. Hence the following sentence from our
false-balance-addicted ABC:
“Front pages have been recently filled with questions about the
controversial lease of the Darwin port to Chinese-owned company Landbridge.”
What makes Landbridge’s lease of the port “controversial” is that
the editors who put out those front pages are into Australia’s current wave of Sinophobia. None of the pieces about Landbridge
that I’ve seen have shown that the company has nefarious plans
for the port, and none have refuted the common-sense response
that in the event of a war or military emergency, the government
could just seize the port using those powers which are so much
fun for governments when there’s a war on. Still, “controversial”
looks more objective than “A bunch of editors are into demonising our major trading partner,” so there’s that.
DOWN-TO-EARTH
/ˌdaʊn.tuːˈɜːθ/

Down-to-earth (DTE) is a good thing to be, because the alternatives are all unappealing. Who wants to be snooty, pretentious,
or aloof, to name just a few off-putting choices for anyone who
isn’t DTE? Not me! Down to earth means being practical, easy to
understand, relatable, and human. Again, the term is weaselish
because its open-ended. Depending on who’s being praised for
being DTE, it can cover a multitude of sins such as “obnoxious”
(Trump, Barnaby Joyce, etc), rude or racist (the late Prince Phillip was always being praised for being DTE by royalty suck-ups
who couldn’t think of a better way to sum up a lifetime of privileged bigotry), or just thoughtless (Trump and Joyce again). By
all means be down to earth if that’s your style,* just try to do it
without being rude.
* remember the very technocratic Kevin Rudd using “fair shake of the sauce
bottle” like an alien attempting blokiness? Fake DTE is a bad look Kev; stick to
being an intelligent technocrat

IDEOLOGY
/ˌaɪ.diˈɒl.ə.dʒi/

A lot of weasel words arise because it’s easier to just use the
lazy label than actually address ideas you don’t like. That’s why
commentators say that they’re “anti-woke” or “politically incorrect” instead of explaining what they think is wrong with Black
people having nice jobs (remember National Party Senator Matt
Canavan being publicly “anti-woke” when a talented Black Australian got a gig with The Wiggles?).
“Ideology” and its adjectival form “ideological” perform this function. We all know that ideologies are creepy sets of ideas that
zealots have, right? Also that ideology-havers are inflexible, punitive and narrow-minded, right? Eeek, I’m scared now.

Find out more about the

Communist Party of Australia
web www.cpa.org.au
email cpa@cpa.org.au

Actually, an ideology is just a bunch of ideas or beliefs that
a group of people share. We’re all into at least one ideology
because we’re social beings. Some people think they have no
ideology because they don’t understand this simple fact, also
because they think their ideology is the actual world, for example, free-market enthusiasts who treat The Market as if it’s a law
of physics.
The term “ideology” is thrown around like confetti by people who
prefer demonising to discussing, and the latest example is talk of
“Trans Ideology,” which manages to make Trans or Trans-supportive people look bad without spelling out what they’re doing
that’s wrong.
Note: lazy use of “ideology” and “ideological” occurs all over the, dare I say it,
ideological spectrum. If you use the term, make it non-weasely by explaining
what’s wrong about the particular ideology you’re explaining/attacking.
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A CHALLENGE BEFORE INDIA
Dr B K Kango
Since 1980 there was a concentrated eﬀort of multinationals to impose
structural adjustments on all nations
through the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.
Simultaneously, seeing a huge possibility
for profit in Agribusiness due to the increase
in population, the General Agreement on
Tariﬀs and Trade (GATT) agreement renewal
process which took place every ten years was
stalled as multinationals or transnationals
and state governments under their guidance
tried to impose new rules like the control
on subsidy to the farmers to be given by the
state, allowing free trade and investments
etc., the negotiations failed as most developing and under-developed nations opposed
these new rules.
However, through persuasion and pressure a new formula under Arthur Dunkel,
the chairman of GATT, was introduced
which was called as “Dunkel draft.” This was
opposed by Left and progressive forces but
most nation-states accepted it and World
Trade Organization (WTO) was formed.
However, due to strong opposition of developing nations particularly India, Brazil, etc.
certain concessions were made and new rules
were introduced gradually.
However, the pressure of transnational
companies operating in Agribusiness has
compelled most nations to surrender, through
control of technology and by pursuing the
nation-state through vested interest within
the nation. However, farmers through their
mobilisation in India which had acquired
political clout or influence after the implementation of the Green Revolution and
Rationing system for which state help or
intervention was a must, is now trying to
move over to oppose taking over of Agribusiness by transnationals.
Present conflict between farmers and the
central government after passing of the three
farm laws is to be seen on this background.
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP – “Indian
People’s Party”) central government under the
guidance of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS – “National Volunteer Organisation”)
is pursuing pro-corporate agenda and hence
wants to implement laws and policies which
would help in “Corporatisation of Agribusiness and Industries”. This means that the
present kisan (“a small farmer or agricultural
worker”) lobby or the kisan movement will

Photo: BAIF Foundation, Maharashtra, India – www.flickr.com/photos/cgiarclimate/ (CC BY-NC-SA 2.0)

have to play a secondary role to the corporate
lobby. Few rich capitalist farmers are ready
for this, like in the state of Maharashtra
where an organisation under the leadership
of Sharad Joshi and his followers welcomed
the process of globalisation and also the
Dunkel Report. No wonder they supported
the three farm laws.
However, most kisan organisations are
cautious and want to oppose this corporatisation. They want the Indian State to help
them in maintaining their independence visà-vis big transnational corporations. This is
fundamentally a question of vision for India.
BJP-RSS vision is a pro-corporate big
powerful India or “India First.” They do not
talk of Indian people or their empowerment.
Whereas our Constitution framed under the
influence of freedom struggle puts “Indian
people first.” By Indian people first we mean

toiling masses which includes workers
(includes informal and agricultural labour),
farmers, working women, tribals and many
other oppressed sections of the society.
Hence, the farmers struggle is not only
a struggle for vested interest but also an
ideological one.
For the farmers struggle to be successful,
state power must oppose big transnational
corporatisation. The same logic prevails
when it comes to workers, tribals, women,
and oppressed communities along with
the Ministry of Micro, Small, and Medium
Enterprises’ which are directly in collusion
with big corporates. Thus the role of state
power assumes importance. As the realisation dawned, communal forces like RSS-BJP
and many others working with narrow agendas try to divide people and misguide them
through communal mobilisation or divisions

and undermine the empowerment of people
at large while working for empowerment of
few. This is a big challenge before left and
democratic forces.
In a democracy, people are supreme.
Majority is the rule hence it is natural that the
majority will prevail but ideological orientation or hegemony of ideas on this majority is
of utmost importance if Left and democratic
forces succeed as they did during the freedom movement, then progressive values and
vision will prevail otherwise the reactionary
forces will highjack the democracy.
It is hoped that the 24th Congress of CPI
will provide a successful progressive vision
to succeed in directing the Indian people
towards a progressive vision.
New Age 

CANADA: HEALTH COALITIONS
ACROSS COUNTRY DENOUNCE
FOR-PROFIT BLOOD SUPPLY DEAL
Canadian Blood Services (CBS)
has signed a 15-year deal with
global health corporation Grifols,
allowing the company to collect
blood plasma for profit.
In response, the Canadian Health
Coalition and eight provincial health
coalitions have issued a joint statement denouncing the deal and calling
for the resignation of the CBS Board
of Directors and CEO.
Under the agreement, Grifols
will pay donors for plasma. This is
in violation of legislation in BC and
Ontario which bans private payment
for plasma. Healthcare experts and
advocates have strongly opposed such
payments, which are also against the
advice of the World Health Organisation and other international health
bodies.
The Royal Commission of Inquiry
on the Blood System in Canada (Krever
Commission), which was created after
the 1980s tainted blood scandal and
led to the creation of CBS, identified

five governing principles of the blood
system including that blood should
be a public resource and that no one
should be paid to donate blood or
plasma. The CBS deal with Grifols
violates those principles and the trust
which the public placed in the agency
when it was created.
The health coalitions note that
voluntary blood and plasma donations have been negatively aﬀected
in provinces which allow private payment. They also note that Grifols has
a record of taking busloads of people
from Mexico into the US to harvest
plasma and then returning them to
Mexico the same day.
Grifols is based in Spain and operates in more than thirty countries
around the world. In the first half of
2022, the corporation made profits
of EUR 618 million (about CA$892
million). The company’s financial
statements state that this profit was
primarily driven by plasma collection,
which increased by twenty-two per

cent in the period and which Grifols
expects to “further accelerate” in the
second half of 2022. In the face of such
blood profiteering, Grifols’ claim that
its operation in Canada “reflects the
company’s global strategy enabling
countries to reach self-suﬃciency in
plasma” is exposed as utterly false.
The health coalitions charge that
the deal “endangers the sustainability
of Canada’s blood supply by opening
up a precious and medically crucial
public asset to profit-making. Instead
of blood being a universal and free
public resource, this deal opens up
the doors to private, for-profit corporations moving into the blood collection system.”
The coalitions also point out that
there are proven public and non-profit
avenues for increasing and protecting
the voluntary blood and plasma supply.
These include building more publicly
operated collection sites.
People’s Voice 
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IRELAND: PUBLIC HOUSING
IS THE SOLUTION
Jimmy Doran
The housing crisis will not be
solved by treating the symptoms. The root cause – the government’s political strategy of
transferring the provision of
homes to the private sector –
is the problem that has to be
tackled if we are to solve this
crisis permanently.
This requires a sustained
national building campaign by the
state for publicly owned housing, as
was done from the 1930s to the 70s.
Homes must be universally accessible, for rents linked to income,
with a new public housing service
– similar to health, education, or
transport – and on an all-Ireland
basis, as British colonialism in the
North has also failed to meet the
needs of the citizens.
The common denominator
north and south is capitalism.
The housing crisis is used by
many politicians as a tactic for
getting elected. They are not necessarily trying to solve the problem
– some of course are, but most have
no intention and no interest in solving it. The proof of this is that the
housing problem for citizens has
not improved over the last decade
– in fact it’s getting worse, as the
interests of capital are the priority
of the politicians.
Once in the Dáil or Stormont
they become part of what Connolly
called the “committee of the rich”
and set about confusing, distracting and watering down demands to
protect the interests of the capitalist class.
An example of watering down
demands is the “cost-rental model”
for public housing. This is a system
whereby the tenant pays the full

cost of building and maintaining
the house over a period of thirty
years, even up to and including
the provision of a sinking fund that
would provide for any unplanned
costs, such as re-roofing, plumbing,
rewiring, etc.
So to receive a reduction in rent
of about twenty-five per cent of the
exorbitant rack-rents demanded by
the market without ever owning the
home, ownership would be in the
hands of finance capital. If the rent
is still unaﬀordable the state will
subsidise it, thus using the low-paid
worker as a vehicle for transferring
more wealth by way of rent subsidies back to the propertied classes,
who in many cases are one and the
same as those paying the poverty
wages to workers that make rents
unaﬀordable in the first place.
There is no crisis that capitalism
cannot solve so long as the working
class are willing to pay for it.
Income-linked diﬀerential rent
is the proven system that worked
for generations of public-housing
tenants who lived comfortably in
many thousands of homes built
and owned by the state.
Ownership is always a class
issue, and whoever owns the homes
controls the cost, rent, availability,
and design; that is, what the market
considers a suitable home for the
working class. Once the state owns
the property the private sector is
excluded and denied access to the
massive income stream and the
power attained through the provision of shelter.
Diﬀerential rents in Ireland are
ten to fifteen percent of income.
Today some people spend as much
as seventy per cent of their income
on rent, with no security of tenure.
They can be evicted at the whim of

www.cubabrigade.org.au

Workers’ Party members attending a demonstration about the housing crisis in 2017.
Photo: Pwl234 – commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Public_housing_demonstration.png (CC BY-SA 4.0)

the landlord. All this money denied
to the economy goes straight into
the pockets of the elite.
Others spend forty years skimping and saving to pay oﬀ a mortgage
on a home they will only ever own
for a few years before their death.
This money goes directly to the
propertied classes also.
We must break with the idea of
private property and land-ownership. We need to reverse the policy
of selling public housing to tenants.
An essential strand in public housing would be the purchasing by the
state, particularly from older people
or those nearing retirement, of the
family home, while allowing them
to live in it until they depart this life.
This would end pension poverty for
many people and also add to the
public housing stock of the state.
With a state-owned building
company, building workers will
have well-paid union jobs and
continuity of work, with an end to
the boom and bust in the building
industry, unemployment, and the
emigrant ship.
With the state now building
enough homes each year to house
the people, property prices will
stabilise and then fall. The private
rented accommodation used by
landlords to suck the blood from
citizens through excessive rents will
now be worth only a small fraction
of their previous value. The state
should have no hesitation in buying
these properties for knock-down

prices and adding them to the
public housing stock.
With diﬀerential rents, citizens
are freed from the burden of massive debt, or excessive rents, at the
behest of landlords and banks.
More disposable income in
the citizen’s pocket as a result of
reduced rents in turn puts more
money into the local economy,
providing more jobs and security
for society as a whole. This is the
ultimate transformative demand
which can free citizens from poverty and insecurity of shelter and
be a foundation-stone for ending
inequality.
Social wellbeing and health will
improve, with the burden of debt,
uncertainty and unaﬀordable rents
becoming a thing of the past. As
free time grows, quality of life will
improve, and emboldened workers can reach their full potential
and achieve new goals only ever
dreamed of in the past.
Public housing is the solution
to the housing crisis.
Can it be done?
In 2006, 93,419 homes were
built in Ireland. The narrative has
been created by the state that there
is a shortage of construction workers. There is no such shortage; but
construction workers are building
for the needs of capital, not society.
Most of them are building hotels,
data centres, and oﬃce blocks,
which should not be the priority
in the middle of a housing crisis.

Of course the housing crisis is a
crisis only for the citizen, not for
the developers, speculators, and
bankers.
There is a housing emergency,
caused by the government’s housing policy.
In times of emergency the
state needs to act. It’s ironic that
any time there is an economic or
social emergency socialist policies
are enacted, whether nationalising the banks in 2008, or taking
over the private hospitals during
the pandemic, or building public
housing in 1930 - 1970.
The capitalist class only allows
this as a temporary measure, a
short-term compromise with the
working class.
Who would complain if we were
to keep the Beacon Hospital, AIB
Bank or all the council houses in
public ownership in perpetuity as
state assets, to benefit society as
a whole?
Instead of socialising debt and
subsidising landlords, it’s time to
nationalise the building of homes,
with a state-owned construction
company to build and maintain
universally accessible public housing for the common good.
For that matter, why stop at
housing? There is certainly a case
for nationalising all industry and
starting to build an economy for
the common good.
Socialist Voice 

Once the state owns the
property the private sector is
excluded and denied access to
the massive income stream and
the power attained through the
provision of shelter.
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THE IDEOLOGY OF A ROGUE
STATE: A “RULES-BASED
INTERNATIONAL ORDER”

Cuba has been been a permanently sanctioned country by the USA and its vassals since 1959. Photo of the “Bridges of love” action in Perth on Sunday 31st October 2021, at the
Matagarup Bridge over the Swan River. Organised by Australia Cuba Friendship Society, and supported by Communist Party of Australia, and trade unionists.

Roland Boer
In the last few years, those of
us in Western capitalist countries have heard more and
more of a so-called “rulesbased international order.”
To the casual observer, this
phrase may seem quite innocuous. Perhaps we assume that
it refers to the framework of
international law that has
developed gradually over the
last century or so.
Nothing could be further from
the truth. The phrase “rules-based
international order” is deliberately
misleading. Here we need to ask the
simple question: whose rules and
what rules? When we investigate
further, we find that the answer
to “whose rules and what rules”
is the rapidly fading imperialist
United States of America. These
are the “rules” that the USA has
determined and seeks to impose
on anyone and everyone: “do as I
say, or else …”
There is a very diﬀerent reality at an international level. It was
initially identified by China, especially in a speech that rang around
the world in early 2021. On 18th
March of that year, Yang Jiechi,
director of the Central Foreign
Aﬀairs Commission of the People’s
Republic of China, was speaking
in Alaska. Across the table from
Yang Jiechi was a very fidgety US
Secretary of State and his henchmen. Yang Jiechi pointed out that
the USA has invaded country after
country, destroyed the lives of

countless millions of people, and is
the greatest abuser of human rights
in the world today. The reader may
understand why the US Secretary of
State was somewhat unnerved. The
look on his face was of one who was
staring into the abyss, witnessing
the end of the brief period of US
hegemony.
Yan Jiechi also observed:
“China upholds humanity’s
common values of peace, development, fairness, justice, democracy,
and freedom. China stands for safeguarding the international system
with the United Nations (UN) at the
core and the international order
based on international law, rather
than the order based on the rules
formulated by a small number of
countries. Most countries in the
world do not recognise that US
values represent international
values, do not recognise that what
the United States says represents
international public opinion, and do
not recognise that the rules formulated by a few countries represent
international rules.”
Note carefully: Yang Jiechi
used a very diﬀerent phrase, “the
international order based on international law.” This is very diﬀerent
from the “order based on the rules
formulated by a small number of
countries.” These “rules” in no way
represent international law.
All this may seem like hairsplitting, but it actually has profound implications. There is vast
diﬀerence between a system of
international law and the rules formulated by one or a few countries

and imposed on all the rest. This
distinction has by now been picked
up by more and more countries. For
example, Russia has been emphasising the point again and again. It is
a regular feature of Sergei Lavrov’s
many international engagements
with Russia’s many friends in the
world, and Putin has observed: “The
West is insisting on a rules-based
order. Who has ever seen these
rules? Who agreed or approved
them? Listen, this is just a lot of
nonsense, utter deceit.”
As with most countries of the
world, China and Russia adhere
to an international order based
on international law. By contrast,
the USA and its few vassals do not.
To give some examples:
1. Sanctions. We are witnessing
now a self-destructive addiction
to unilateral sanctions, which are
increasingly being called “selfsanctions.” Notably, the EU has
engaged in an entirely irrational and
racially motivated set of unprecedented sanctions against Russia
that are having the notable eﬀect
of putting the nail in the coﬃn of
the already feeble EU economies.
Do these 10,000+ sanctions have
any basis in international law? No.
They are entirely illegal, since they
have not been approved by any
international body.
Readers of the Guardian will
know that socialist countries have
been subjected to sanctions for
many a long year. Cuba has been
been a permanently sanctioned
country by the USA and its vassals
since 1959, as has the DPRK since

1949. Before that, the old European
imperialist powers attempted to
block the development of the Soviet
Union by what we would now call
sanctions. Are any of these in accord
with what has become known as
international law? No. They are
unilateral, illegal, and tools of
imperialist hegemony.
2. Convention on the Law of
the Sea (1994). After many decades of development, the UN was
finally able to produce a Convention on the Law of the Sea, which
came into eﬀect in 1994 when the
minimum number of sixty countries ratified the convention. To
date, 168 countries of the world
have ratified the convention and
adhere to its principles.
A notable exception is the USA.
In fact, this state has refused to
ratify, or added so many exceptions
as to render null, nearly all of the
provisions of international law. So
when we hear the US is engaging in
“freedom of navigation” in accordance with “international rules,” it
actually means that the ageing US
navy will sail where it wants, irrespective of any international law.
The regular passages of US aircraft
carriers through the Taiwan Strait
is in recent years the most provocative example.
3. The Hague Invasion Act.
In 2002, the International Criminal Court (ICC) was established
in the small city of The Hague, in
the Netherlands. This is not a UN
body, but was established by what
is called the “Rome Statute.” The
ICC seeks to prosecute cases of

genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and the crime of
aggression. To be clear: the ICC has
its critics, such as African countries
who have accused the ICC of being
a relic of imperialism since it has
thus far prosecuted people primarily
from formerly colonised countries
which remain relatively weak on
the international stage.
Criticism is one thing; the
response of the USA is another. In
2002, the USA propagated what
it called “The American ServiceMembers’ Protection Act.” It is
widely known as “The Hague Invasion Act.” This act was proposed in
the context of the US’s invasion of
Afghanistan and as it was preparing
to invade Iraq – both war crimes. Of
note is The Hague Invasion Acts’s
statement that the US will use “all
means necessary and appropriate
to bring about the release of any US
or allied personnel being detained
or imprisoned by, on behalf of, or
at the request of the International
Criminal Court.” The act also
prohibits cooperation with, and
extradition of US citizens to, the
court for trial.
In other words, the United
States reserves the “right” to send
its military into the territory of a
“friend and ally” to “rescue” any
US citizen or indeed ally who might
be held for trial for genocide or a
crime against humanity.
We need to ask: who does not
abide by international law and
is thus the real “rogue state” in
the world? The answer should be
obvious. 
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CHINA THWARTS
AUKUS-RELATED AMENDMENT
ATTEMPTS ON LEGITIMISING
NUCLEAR SUB MARINE DEAL
The Chinese mission to the UN in Vienna fully thwarted an amendment advocated by the three countries which form
the AUKUS alliance aimed at legalising their nuclear-submarine cooperation at the 66th annual International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) General
Conference held in Vienna from Monday to Friday, the Global Times learnt
from the Chinese mission to the UN.
This is the first time that the IAEA has
reviewed the cooperation among the US,
UK and Australia over nuclear submarine
deal at the general conference level, since
the Chinese side initiated an intergovernmental review process over the cooperation at the agency’s board of governors in
November 2021.
The discussions on the nuclear submarine deal of the three countries have been
unprecedentedly intense and incisive at the
general conference, China’s Permanent Representative to the United Nations in Vienna
Wang Qun said.
The US, UK, and Australia formed the
alliance referred to as AUKUS in September
2021, under which the US and the UK will
assist Australia in acquiring nuclear-powered
submarines.
Wang told media after the general conference that the majority of IAEA member

states expressed grave concern over the
risk of nuclear proliferation caused by the
nuclear submarine cooperation among the
three countries.
“Whether to insist on the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT) as the cornerstone of the international
non-proliferation regime; whether to insist
on the Agency’s Statute; whether to insist
on the Agency’s secretariat and Director
General fulfilling their non-proliferation
responsibilities; and whether to insist on the
intergovernmental review process led by the
Agency’s member states – these four points
have become the focus of the divergences
between the majority of member states and
the three countries,” Wang said.
The three countries, not reconciled to the
setback at the IAEA’s just-concluded Board
of Governors meeting, attempted to overturn
the result at the meeting by misleading public
opinion, “demonising” the intergovernmental
review process, Wang said, noting that the
three nations have pushed through whole
paragraphs of amendments in relevant resolutions in an attempt to “legitimise” their
nuclear submarine cooperation.
China has always been on the side of
international justice and has taken concrete actions to uphold the NPT, Wang said,
noting that China succeeded in nullifying

the amendments of the three countries. At
the same time, it was successfully written
into the Agency budget resolution that the
use of the Agency budget shall comply with
the relevant provisions of the Statute, and
the validity and integrity of the provisions
are reiterated.
Wang stressed that regardless of the
AUKUS countries’ tricks, they cannot shake
the NPT as the foundation of the international
proliferation system, or coerce the Agency
into proliferation activities or promote
military purposes. Nor can they kidnap the
secretariat or block the intergovernmental
review process agreed upon by consensus
in the agency’s governing council on four
occasions.
Attempts by the three countries to impose
the “legitimacy” of their nuclear submarine
cooperation on all agency members through
the text are unpopular and doomed to fail.
Only by adhering to international rules,
the inter-governmental review process led
by member states, and by seeking common
ground while shelving diﬀerences, can the
question of trilateral nuclear submarine
cooperation be resolved, Wang said.
Wang said no one can stop the ongoing
inter-governmental review process on the
US-UK-Australia trilateral nuclear submarine
cooperation, and trying to break away from

China's Permanent Representative to
the UN in Vienna Wang Qun at the IAEA
General Conference. Photo: Courtesy of
Chinese mission to UN in Vienna.

the inter-agency intergovernmental review
process will not work.
China urges the three countries to return
to the track of the non-proliferation system,
not to make repeated mistakes on the road
of nuclear proliferation and not to go against
the will of the international community,
Wang said.
Global Times 

LEFTIST LULA WINS 1ST ROUND OF
BRAZIL’S PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
With 99.74 per cent of the
votes counted, Lula has won
the first round with 48.36 per
cent in this Sunday’s elections, leaving behind Bolsonaro, who obtained 43.65
per cent, according to Brazil’s Superior Electoral Court
(TSE). There will be a runoﬀ
election between Lula and
Bolsonaro.
Former Brazilian President
Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (20032011) expressed confidence that he
would win the October 30 runoﬀ
against incumbent Jair Bolsonaro.
“Throughout this campaign, we
were ahead in the public opinion
poll of all the institutes, even those
who did not want us to win, and it
always seemed to me that we were

going to win these elections, and I
want to tell you that we are going
to win these elections. It is just an
extension,” he said in one of the
auditoriums of the Jaraguá hotel
in this state capital.
Lula obtained 48.2 per cent of
the valid votes on Sunday, while
Bolsonaro won 43.39 per cent.
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro was optimistic on Sunday
ahead of 30th October runoﬀ,
highlighting that the polls were
wrong and that his party had
a good result in the National
Congress.
“We defeated the lie, now we
have a second time ahead of us,”
the president said in statements
to the media.
Of the 156,454,011 Brazilians
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eligible to vote today, nearly 80
per cent exercised their right to
vote in the elections for which the
leader of the Workers’ Party (PT),
Luis Inacio Lula da Silva, and the
Liberal Party, Jair Bolsonaro, were
the favourites in all opinion polls.
For more than 156 million
Brazilians eligible to vote, 496,856
polling stations opened their doors
at 8:00 local time (11:00 GMT)
and closed at 17:00 hours (20:00
GMT). The second round of elections will be held on 30th October.
According to the latest poll,
Lula led with 50.7 per cent of
the valid votes, while Bolsonaro
was in second place with 41 per
cent in the race for the presidency, in which eleven candidates
participated.

Polls showed until close to
today’s vote that the former
president was leading the voting
intentions since the beginning of
the campaign and even showed
his possibility of victory in the
first round. On the other hand, the
right-winger Bolsonaro, second in
the race, maintained high levels
of rejection.
The key points of Lula’s campaign were the fight against hunger
and poverty, in addition to the
defence of the Amazon, which
comprises Brazil’s biodiversity,
and economic reactivation.
The left-wing candidate was
the first of the favourites to exercise his right to vote at the polling
station in the neighbourhood of
Asunción, in the state of São Paulo.

“This country needs to finally
recover its right to be happy ... We
want a country that lives in peace,
a country that has hope, a country
with a future and a country that
can produce and build its future
from the participation of its society,” Lula said after voting.
Minister Alexandre de Moraes,
the president of the Superior
Electoral Court (TSE), said of the
first round voting that a “calm
and harmonious” environment
has reigned. “Absolutely calm
elections, a calm environment ...
We have noticed a smooth, calm
climate,” said Moraes.
teleSUR 
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Sydney Vigil

STOP USA BLOCKADE
ON CUBA
Join us in Sydney to demand that
the USA stops the blockade on Cuba
with the right to self determination.
Also stop other blockades like
Venezuela and Gaza.

4:15 pm Monday October 17
50 Miller Street North Sydney
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LOGGERS, TRUCKERS, AND
SAWMILL WORKERS HIT LUMBER
GIANT WEYERHAEUSER
Tim Wheeler

Weyerhaeuser, she reported, admitted “record
net earnings of $2.6 billion … on net sales of
$10.2 billion – roughly a 226 per cent increase
from its net earnings of $797 million on net
sales of $7.5 billion for the full year of 2020.”
Yet despite these skyrocketing profits,
Weyerhaeuser refused to budge from its pitiful
five per cent proposed wage increase coupled
with higher health care premiums and sharp
cutbacks in vacations and paid leave.
Astronomical increases in the price of
lumber are exerting a powerful inflationary
pressure on housing construction and raises
the danger of a collapse in the housing market
and increases the risk of an economic recession.
But it has fattened Weyerhaeuser profits and
fueled their insatiable profit greed.
Since Weyerhaeuser limits contract negotiations to one day each week and has clung
rigidly to its “best and final oﬀer,” the workers
suspect the company is stonewalling, scheming
to starve the workers into submission.
That was the company’s strategy the last
time Weyerhaeuser workers struck in 1986.
That strike lasted six weeks before it was broken,
the workers forced to return to their jobs with
deep cuts in wages and benefits.
“Our over 1100 members are holding the
line,” Bryant said. “We have struck four lumber
mills including two of the nation’s largest producing mills in Longview, Washington, and
Cottage Grove, Oregon.”
The strike, he added, will push down production of lumber on 2.6 million acres of forest
in the Pacific Northwest. “We have struck the

More than 1100 sawmill workers, log
truck drivers, and loggers are picketing
Weyerhaeuser Corporation sawmills in
Oregon and Washington, the first walkout to hit the giant lumber producer in
thirty-six years.
The vote to strike was ninety-eight per cent
after the strikers overwhelmingly rejected Weyerhaeuser’s take-it-or-leave it “best and final
oﬀer” on 2nd September.
Brandon Bryant, President and Business
Agent of Woodworkers International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAMAW)
District W24 in Longview, Washington, blasted
Weyerhaeuser for reaping record profits while
scheming to force their workers to accept a
cheap wage settlement and sharp cutbacks in
health care, job leave, and vacations.
“Our members, Weyerhaeuser’s workers,
deserve better,” Bryant said in a press release.
“All workers deserve better. Corporations have
seen outlandish increases in their bottom line
and those increases are only made with the
hands and feet of workers. All wealth is the
product of labour (John Locke). We are asking
that our labour be recognised for its role in
making wealth for Weyerhaeuser.”
He pointed out that the workers “worked
through a once-in-a-lifetime pandemic as
essential workers and came out of it to increase
the company’s profits to new record territory.”
A story about the strike by Allana Madden in
Courthouse News corroborates Bryant’s charge.

thousands and thousands of logging and highway roads our truck drivers drive. We struck
because that work is essential to our community’s economy … and it is vitally essential for
each and every IAM member who works at
Weyerhaeuser to provide for their families and
have a secure future.”
The International Woodworkers of America
(IWA) was a left-led union targeted for vicious
attacks by Cold War anti-communists in the
1950s who used the Taft Hartley Act in a witch
hunt against then-IWA Vice President Karly
Larsen.
This reporter, then twelve years old, went
door to door in Port Angeles, Washington,
with IWA loggers from the west end of Clallam
County distributing leaflets urging defence of
Larsen and an end to the war against the IWA.
That door-to-door leaflet campaign was
organised and led by IWA logger Fred Gaboury,
famed among all the loggers of Washington State
as a fearless topper rigger. Gaboury became
the editor of the rank-and-file magazine Labor
Today and, after that, Labor Editor of People’s
Weekly World. His pen name was “Hy Climber.”
Behind the drive to smash the IWA was the
profit greedy Weyerhaeuser Timber Company.
The IWA is now merged with the International
Association of Machinists (IAM). The full story
of that great union is told in the book One
Union in Wood.
Now the loggers, truckers, and sawmill
workers of the Pacific Northwest are upholding
the IWA’s proud legacy.
People’s World 
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“THIS IS A MOVEMENT FOR CHANGE,”
MICK LYNCH TELLS PROTESTERS OUTSIDE
THE TORY CONFERENCE
UK: This is a “movement for
change,” RMT (National Union
of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers) leader Mick
Lynch told activists protesting at the Tory conference in
Birmingham.
The Tories gathered in England’s second city for their annual
conference surrounded by protesters from around the country
at a huge People’s Assembly and
Midlands Trades Union Congress
(TUC)-organised demonstration.
The conference, comes in the
wake of a budget for the rich a week
ago by Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Kwasi Kwarteng, that plunged the
economy and the Tories into crisis.
Since the budget, some polls
have put the popularity of the Tories
at less than 25 per cent.
The People’s Assembly called

for the protest on the first day of
the conference along with the TUC.
A spokesperson said: “The
Tories are the party of the rich, and
they are proud of it.”
Midlands TUC regional secretary Lee Barron said: “We are here
to tell people it doesn’t have to be
like this. Things can and should
be better.
“This demonstration shows
everyone that it’s the labour movement that is on their side.”
The rally before the march
through the city centre heard from
an array of speakers from across
the progressive movement.
National Education Union joint
general secretary Kevin Courtney
told the rally: “There are hundreds
of thousands of people who will
face misery this winter because of
these Tories. People who will be

cold. People who will be hungry.
There will be people who will die
because of that.”
He added: “It’s time for us to
say we are not putting up with that
any more.”
Co-convener of the Stop the
War Coalition, Lindsey German,
who also spoke at the rally, told
the Morning Star: “I’m disgusted
at this Tory budget and we all need
to get out on the streets and tell
Liz Truss exactly what we think
of her.”
Salma Yaqoob, a Birmingham
health worker and activist, said:
“We are not asking for permission
from anyone. We are waking up
and we are standing up.”
Ravi Subramanian, the West
Midlands regional secretary of
Union said: “Ordinary people have
to make our voices heard so the

Tories know they are not welcome
in Birmingham and they have
to reverse this ridiculous budget
immediately.”
And the People’s Assembly told
the rally: “The Tories have demonstrated in recent weeks that they
don’t give a damn about our lives,
livelihoods, our education, our
healthcare or how we are going to
feed or heat ourselves this winter.”
“But don’t cares are made to
care and we have to make this
government care or go.”
Mr Lynch told the Star it was
“really important that we all come
together, whoever we are and
wherever we are, to oppose what’s
going on.
“The Tories have declared
class war against us and we need
to fight back.
“The only way we can fight back
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is to make sure this is a movement
for change.”
Lynch gave a message to all
political parties. He said: “Whoever you are. Whatever the colour
of your rosette. You must deliver
for our people.”
He also issued a call for labour
movement unity: “We need the
big battalions of our movement
alongside us in this fight on these
platforms. It must be a movement
for all of us without any divisions.
He added: “Whether it’s in the
synagogues, the gurdwara, the
mosques, the temples in the town
halls, wherever there are working
people we must stand together. We
are going to change this country.”
Morning Star 
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